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HOW TO DETERMINE YOUR ANKLET SIZE

The optimal length for your anklet depends on your personal taste,as well as on your preferred 

style. The anklet should not be too tight in order not to cut into the skin or break due to pressure 

while moving.

Some people prefer to wear the anklet loose thus it is hanging deeper down and moves more while 

walking and some people l ike to wear it shorter, thus it does not move too much.

ANKLET MEASURING TIPS

• Make sure your leg and feet are at a normal body temperature. Legs expand when hot or one 

has walked a lot.  

• Before ordering the anklet verify the correct chain length by measuring the circumference of 

your ankle. You can measure your size by different methods, l ike e.g. with a measuring tape, 

with our size guide and with a ribbon.

OPTION1

MEASURE CURRENT ANKLET 

STEP 1: Select an anklet that properly fits at the preferred position. 

STEP 2: Measure its length with a ruler or a measuring tape and compare it with our size chart.

STEP 3: If the anklet size falls between two sizes, always consider the larger size.

ANKLET SIZE GUIDE
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OPTION 2

USE THE SIZE GUIDE TO MEASURE YOUR ANKLET SIZE

You can also use our anklet measuring guide.

We attached a cut out sizing guide in order to make it easier for you to select the right 

anklet size. Please check your printer settings first in order to have the correct size of the 

document.

STEP 1: Cut out the sizing guide on the next page

STEP 2: After cutting out the guide, cut a slit on the measuring guide where it 

indicates CUT HERE. Insert the pointed end through the opening you have cut at the other 

end of the measuring guide.

STEP 3: Wrap the size guide around your ankle. Start by placing the flat end off 

the strip on the finger, and wrap the arrow end around until the fit is tight.

STEP 4: Once wrapped, the number closest to the arrow point is the anklet size. 

Small marks between the numbers represent half sizes. If in doubt, move up to the next 

larger half size. Choose ankle size also according to your wearing preferences, but please 

keep it mind that it can hurt you when sitting too tight and also the anklet can break if 

there is too much pressure on the chain while wearing the anklet.

PRINTER SET UP FOR MEASURING GUIDE

- Please, measure the bar at the left to make sure your print out is 

correctly sized.

- If the bar does not measure exactly 3 cm, check that page scaling is set to  

“none” on your print out dialog box, and that you are printing at full size.
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ANKLET MEASURING GUIDE
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CUT HERE

Please note that the NIVES 

measuring guide is an indicative 

guide only and therefore may not 

be an exact measure.
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OPTION 3

USE A RIBBON

If you have measured your ankle with a ribbon, or know the circumference in inch or mill imeters, 

use the following chart to convert the length to an anklet size.

If in doubt, move up to the next larger half size.

Avoid using elastic string or stretchy paper to measure ring size as these materials can stretch or 

twist, yielding an inaccurate measurement.

NIVES anklets come in a standard size which falls between NIVES size X- SMALL and MEDIUM. 

The standard anklet has three different rings on the end for closing the bracelet at three different 

lenghts (measurements to be seen in the l ist below).

F I T T I N G  S T Y L E  A D D  I N C H ( E S )  /  C M  T O  A C T U A L  A N K L E T  S I Z E

TIGHT FIT: actual ankle measurement plus ca. 0.31 inches / 0.8 cm

EXACT FIT: actual ankle measurement plus ca. 0.8 inches / 2 cm

LOOSE FIT: actual ankle measurement plus ca. 1.18 inches / 3 cm

ANKLET FIT:

Anklets should hang just below your ankle bone, thus add to your measurements (measured when 

it is tight) ca. 0.8 inches / 2 cm, depending on how loose you want your anklet. 

Example:

If your actual ankle measure is ca. 8”/ 20 cm you wil l want an anklet size of ca. 8.8 inches / 

22 cm.

Thus our standard NIVES anklet should fit you. You can wear it either tight in the second ring or a 

bit more loose in the third ring.

WOMENS ANKLET SIZE

ACTUAL ANKLE 
MEASUREMENT

TIGHT FIT EXACT FIT LOOSE FIT
ANKLET 

SIZE

INCH CM INCH CM INCH CM INCH CM

7.5 19 7.8 19.8 8.3 21 8.6 22 X-SMALL

8.0 20 8.3 20.8 8.6 22 9 23 SMALL

8.5 21.5 8.8 22.3 9.3 23.5 9.6 24.5 MEDIUM

9.0 23 9.3 23.8 9.8 25 10.2 26 LARGE

9.5 24 9.8 24.8 10.2 26 10.6 27 X-LARGE

10.0 25.5 10.3 26.3 10.8 27.5 11.2 28.5 2X-LARGE
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ANKLET MEASUREMENTS

If you are not sure about the result, you can use a non-stretchy ribbon on your ankle about where 

you want your anklet to lay.  Then mark or cut the ribbon exactly where it meets and measure the 

resulting length or just use our cut out size guide. 

In case our standard size anklet does not fit you or you would l ike it to be more loose and 

comfortable, just get in contact with us at customercare@nives.com.

Please be aware that when you have a very tiny ankle, that the part with the two further closing 

rings and the last tiny diamond will hang down.

If you are wearing the anklet in the first ring (thus in wearable length one) there wil l be a part of 

ca. 1.18 inch / 3 cm hanging down. In case you would not l ike to see this effect, you can get in 

contact with us for a made-to-order length.

In case these measurements and wearable sizes do not fit your ankle and are either to large or too 

small and you would l ike a special size for an item, just get in contact with our customer care and 

we will try to assist you, please write to cutomercare@nives.com.

TIPS FOR BUYING THE ANKLET AS A SURPRISE

Ask your significant other’s friends or mother, father, son, daughter or friend if they know her/his 

anklet size or borrow one of your significant other’s anklets (one that fits nicely) and use 

the anklet measurements above to determine its size.

NIVES`S STANDARD MEASUREMENTS

MAX. LENGTH: ca. 9.64 inch / 24.5 cm

WEARABLE LENGTH ONE: ca. 8.46 inch / 21.5 cm

WEARABLE LENGTH TWO: ca. 9 inch / 23 cm

WEARABLE LENGTH THREE: ca. 9.45 inch / 24 cm

All NIVES items are hand made and there can be slight variations from these measurements. They are seen as a reference 

for better wearing comfort and optimal style.

FOR ASSISTANCE PLEASE WRITE TO customercare@nives.com

This guide is for reference only. NIVES cannot be held responsible for any errors that occur as a result of measuring your anklet size.


